
   

 

Option 2: Chelsea Hargis & Michael Heater 

Engaged December 25, 2017 

 

Hello, my name Chelsea Hargis and my fiance's (still funny to say that) name is Michael Heater. Mike and I 

have been together 3 years in March.  

December 25, 2017, we woke up like any normal morning, okay not normal because it was Christmas Day. 

Our 4-year-old daughter was excited to open presents so after all of the wrapping paper had settled down he told 

me I had one more present to open. He hands me an envelope with a beautiful poem inside of it (ill attach a photo 

so you can see it). After reading the poem I was given a box that I assumed had a gift in it.  

Instead, there was a note that read "haha gotcha, now turn on the tv and press play"! Doing as the note 

said there was a video preloaded onto the screen. As the video begins Mike turns around in a chair very Dr Evil 

style stroking our cat. As he starts to talk he reveals he is his evil twin brother Ike Heater and he has stolen my gift 

and has poisoned Mike (who collapses on the couch from the poison, later finding out it was his way of 

inconspicuously being able to be down on one knee to propose). Our daughter starts to yell at the tv because the 

evil man hurt her daddy! Then end of the video prompts me to our daughter’s school picture that has a clue 

attached to it. She and I are then lead on a scavenger hunt around our house. After all of the clues are collected, 

there is a riddle on the bottom of all of the clues (ill attach that picture as well). In the poem the lines were written 

in different colors, one line was green and the next was red and so on until the end of the poem. The riddle 

prompted me to read the last words of each red line which read "Chelsea will you marry me?"  

Mike is now down on one knee with a ring in his hand! I instantly start to cry and not a pretty cry either 

full on ugly cry haha. Instead of a traditional yes, I asked him if he was messing with me because this was 

something I had wanted for a while now. He said he was not joking and that I still hadn't given him an answer. I 

said YES of course and then we shared a kiss and a hug. It was the most elaborate way to propose I have ever seen! 

It was so thought out and something I will never forget! 

 


